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theory and the Uncertainty Principle every
unambiguous visualisation of fundamental wave
particles leaves out half the picture and although
the electrons are in the atom we can no longer
represent tnem in definite orbits The moral
seems to be that visualisation is nnTip.naflim.ry or
at best a partial aid to thought All the
theoretical knowledge is ib the equations ana
these are very precise Hence the non physicists
grumble—that physics is too mathematical these
days—has some justification and hence also the
growing distinction in physics between ohe
theoreticians who are usually mathematically
trained and the experimenters who can rarel^
read the papers their theoretical colleagues write
but provide the results for them to write about.
SHE PKOPEKHES OF MATTER IN BULK.
One of the most obvious and at the same time
most wonderful things about the properties of
matter is their great variety Think of an-
diamond mercury rubber snow gold, pitch,
asbestos	Even the differences of state of
the same chemical substance are remarkable
enough ice water and steam, for example. One
of the aims of physics is *o reach an understanding
of all these different properties by explaining
them in terms of the behaviour of the narticles
discussed m the previous section (F9-17) The
widespread success with which this imposing
programme has been carred out indicates the
maturity of physics It la difficult to think of
any major property of matter in bulk for which,
taere is not some attempted theoretical explana-
tion though future phvsicists will no doubt regard
some present day theories as rudimentary or
incorrect
Physics Statistics, and Thermodynamics.
Take a number equal to the population of
London multiply it by itself and multiply the
product by another million The answer is
about the number of molecules in 1 cubic centi
metre of ordinary air They are constantly
moving about and colliding with one another
Even if the nature of the molecules and their laws of
motion were perfectly understood it would clearly
be impracticable to calculate the exact paths de-
scribed by each particle of so vast an assembly
This difficulty brought into being a whole branch
of physics concerned with calculating the overall
or average properties of large numbers of particles.
Just aa statisticians will provide the average
height income expectation of life and so on, of
the population of London, without knowing
everything about every individual, so statistical
physicists can work out average properties of
molecules or atoms m large- groups This impor
tant branch of physics is called Sfatrtstical
Mechanics It was founded in the nineteenth
century by Maxwell Boltzmann and GIbba and
ib still being actively developed
Consider now all the molecules hi 1 cubic
centimetre of air contained in a small box They
are continually bombarding the walls of the box
and bouncing off This ban of impacts (it is
actually about 10" impacts per square centimetre
per second) is the cause of the pressure which
the gas exerts against the walls of the box. Now
suppose we pump air in until there is twice as
much as before though the box is still the same
size and at the same temperature This means
that the density of the gas d e the mass of 1 unit
of volume) has doubled We should now expect
twice as many Impacts per second on the walls as
before and consequently twice the pressure.
We therefore arrive at a conclusion that if the
volume and temperature are constant the pressure
of a gas is proportional to its density This is
one of the simplest statistical arguments that can
be checked against observation in fact it
stands the test very well
Heat temperature andenerOV
The proviso about the temperature remaining
the same is on important one for the following
reason. la the nineteenth century there
 much discussion about the nature of heat To
Joule we owe the now well established view that
heat is equivalent to mechanical work. In one
of his experiments in the 1840s the work
necessary to rotate paddle wheels against the
resistance of wate- in a tank generated tea*- that
caused a slight rise in the temperature of the
water Joule found out exactly how much wor^
vas equivalent to a given quantity of heat
However one can do other things with wor'c
besides generate heat in particular work
c ea^ea motion, as when one pushes a car Bodies
in motion possess a special form of energy called
kinetic energy which is equal to the \ ork done in
accelerating them from a state of rest We liave
then, three closely connected ideas work hea
and kinetic energy Now aceo ding to the
views of the nineteenth century which, are stih
accepted any heat given to a gas simply increase*
the kinetic energy of its molecules the hotter the
gas the faster its molecules are moving If there
fore the gas in our box ib allowed to get hotter
there ib an increase m molecular speed, and toe
impacts on the walls become correspondingly
more violent But this means the pressure
increases so we have another law jf the densi y
-emains the same the pre<3sure increases if the
temperature does
Lans of TJ ermodvnaiMcs
buch consideration^ is tuese have been puisueu
with great elaboration and subtlety The notioni,
of heat temperature energy and wo~k—familia™
but vague jn everyday hie—have been given
precise definitions and the relations between them
have been enshrined m the Laws of Thermo
dynamics Enshrined is perhaps i suitable word
because these laws are so soundly and widely based
on experimental results that tney have greater
prestige than any others in physics If any
proposed physical law comes in conflict with
thermodynamics then so much the worse for that
law—it has to be revised It is sometimes
asserted that no one is properly educated who does
not understand the Second Law of thermo
dynamics We cannot therefore leave this
section without at least stating the two beat
known thermodynamic laws
Fust Law If any physical system. m gum a
quantity of heat and if the system 'performs some
work then the energy of the system, increases lv an
amount esual to the excels of heat given over work
dene This law asserts that heat energy and
work are convertible one into the other and that
all such transactions balance exactly This Is
one form of a principle accepted as fundamental
in all science viz the Principle of the Conserva
tion of Energy according to which energy can
never be created or destroyed but only changed
from one form to another
Second Law It is impossible to make an enoiw
which toiH continuously take heat from a heat
source and by itself turn ii all vnto an eou/lvalent
amount of mechanical work In fact all engines
which produce work from heat—steam engines
for example—always use only a fraction of the
heat they take in and give up the rest to some
relatively cool part of the machine The Second
Law makes this obligatory on all work from heat
devices This statement of the Second Law has
an engineering ring about it and indeed it aioee
from the work of the nineteenth century Prench
engineer Carnot Nevertheless, it can be re
phrased in very abstract terms, and has been
applied with unbroken success to all fields of
science involving the transfer of heat and allied
matters It sets a definite limit to the kinds of
physical process that can be conceived to take
place Nothing has been known to contravene itr
The States of Matter
The molecular motion in gases has been referred
torn the previous section Tacitly it was assumed
that each molecule acted independently of all
others except that collisions occurred between
them. la reality molecules exert attractive
forces on one another and if a gas-ia coaled so that
molecular movements became relatively sluggish,
a time comes when the attractive forces succeed in

